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Physical appearance adjectives worksheet

Eyes almond-shaped Blue blue piercing blue sky blue Bright bright blue bright green Brown Convex Cobalt Dark Blue dark brown dark green dark grey deep grey emerald jade Expressive Got scared Gentle Green Grey Hazel Languishing light blue light brown light green light grey light hazelnut light blue Little Light Makeup Round Marine Green Shining
Myopia Slate Grey Smart stone-grey Stunned Sweet Thin Wide Sad Hands, Back, Build, Cheeks, Breast, Chin, Ears, Eyebrows, Eyelashes, Eyes, Face In General, Legs, Common, Hair, Hand, Height, Legs, Lips, Mouth, Neck, Skin, Stomach, Teeth Document by: WereVerse Universe Baby! See this document on Scribd Prev zlt; 1 2 3 ... 7's Next    Next
   Next Here we're going to learn a few words that will help you describe the appearance of a person when you encounter them. We usually identify a person by gender as male or female when appropriate, in most cases this is the very first thing we notice. We know that everyone has many physical characteristics associated with different areas of
appearance. English has many adjectives to describe people about their physical characteristics and how they look. Today we explore some of these words as a list to help you describe a person's appearance.
AttractiveChubbyCurvyGorgeousGracefulFilthyGlamorousGleamingElegantDrabFatDistinctExcuteBaldBeautifulBlondeMuscularUglyHandOrdinarySkiniSmartTallThinWell-builtLet's to see a few examples to understand how to use these words in daily communication. Priya is very beautiful. She likes to wear fancy dresses. Nick is ugly and smells distinct. The
aforementioned list of words consists of both negative and positive adjectives, but it is preferable to use neutral or positive adjectives whenever you comment on a person's appearance. Why? Because it won't hurt them. Prev zlt; 1 2 3 ... 7's Next Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate
advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our User Agreement and Privacy Policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance, as well as to provide you with appropriate advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this site. See our Privacy Policy and User
Agreement for more details.
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